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FREE Mini-Video Course on Twin Flames, Twin Souls & Soul Mates 
  

First, I'd like to invite you to view a new FREE mini-video series answering the 
top questions people ask about Twin Flames, Twin Souls and Soul Mates. 
Many of you receiving this newsletter are new to the Twin Flame information, 
but there are just as many who are seasoned veterans who've been teaching 
these principles for years. Even if you're familiar with these answers, it's nice 
to be able to refer those asking you for information to something that will 
assist with clarification. I wanted you all to have access to these before they 
get broadcast around the planet. 
  
Here's a preview of the topics: 
  
Video 1: In the Beginning 
Video 2: What are Twin Flames? 
Video 3: What are Twin Souls? 
Video 4: What are Soul Mates? 
Video 5: Longing for Your Twin - and What it has to do with 2012 
Video 6: Return of the Divine Feminine 
Video 7: How Can I Tell if Someone is My Twin Flame? 
Video 8: How Can I Find "The One"? 
Video 9: Can My Twin Flame be a Member of My Family or of the Same Sex? 
Video 10: What if I Am or My Twin Flame Is Already Married? 
  
Bonus Video 1: What if My Twin Flame is NOT as Spiritually Evolved as I? 
Bonus Video 2: Do I Have More Than One Twin Flame? 
Bonus Video 3: Do Twins Incarnate in the Same Lifetime? 
Bonus Video 4: Can I Experience a Relationship with More Than One Aspect of My Twin Flame? 
Bonus Video 5: Are Full-Aspect Twin Flame Relationships Ever in the Physical? 
Bonus Video 6: When is it Unwise for Twins to Join in This Dimension? 
Bonus Video 7: If Twins Join in This Dimension, Will the Relationship be Sustainable? 
Bonus Video 8: Now That My Ego's Illusions are Shattered, Where Do I Go? 
Bonus Video 9: How Do I Align With Source, With Who I Really Am? 
Bonus Video 10: How Do I Eliminate Discordant Energy Forms that Impede the Free Flow of Love? 
Bonus Video 11: How Do I Use the Twin Flame Heart Womb to Love the World Free of Illusion? 
  
  



Once you sign up for the course, you'll receive links through your e-mail for 
the videos staggered over an 11 day period. This will avoid video overwhelm 
as well as encourage you to watch this cumulative information in order. You 
can sign up for this FREE course by going to my NEW website and inserting 
your name and e-mail address in the boxes provided on the right hand side of 
the homepage.  
  
http://www.twinflametruelove.com  
  
While you're there, check out all the latest product releases, including the 
much expanded version of this Free mini-series: Twin Flames, Twin Souls 
and Soul Mates; From Ego's Illusions to Romancing the God 
Within. Although it's wonderful to gather for workshops and seminars, it's a 
pricey and time consuming proposition for most people right now - so, 
I gathered my materials and condensed them into this wonderful audio series 
(with a bonus PDF copy for those who like to read and highlight.) If you have a 
minute, take a browse. 
  

______________________________________________ 
Message from Angelina 
Dissolving the Stories 

  
I'd like to tell you a story.... 
  
Stories - we're addicted to them - addicted to the hero's journey, told over and 
over and over again - addicted to the drama of the learning process, whether 
it be fiction, the daily news, or the drama in our own circle of life. BUT, WE 
ARE NOT OUR STORIES!!! The stories have merely served as an 
educational format. 
  
In preparation for our graduation, we're each being pushed to the limit to face 
whatever it is within the stories that still holds our attention as something other 
than love. It takes spiritual maturity to FORGIVE the stories as well as all the 
characters (heroes and villains alike). None of the stories have ever been real 
- even those stories so vividly before your eyes at the moment. The stories 
take a million forms from the collective consciousness to our individualized 
experiences, but the common denominator is the fear that rises to the surface.  
  
There are two reasons you continue to experience the fear. First, the fear is 
rising to be dissolved and consumed from the energy field of your four lower 
bodies. It has been accumulating as a very dense form for many, many 
lifetimes through your experiences in the third and fourth dimensions and is 



one with which your little mind is so familiar that it absolutely believes it's real. 
But, you can't take what is not real with you where you're going! The second 
reason is that you continue to feed it your Attention, Thoughts and Feelings. 
Where your Attention is held and what you feed with your Thoughts 
and Feelings - is What you Become. Being a Divine Creator, you cannot 
escape the means by which you create in a magnetic universe. 
  
I'm not advising you to ignore the fear that rises to be dissolved or resolved, 
for its surfacing is, indeed, your point of power. However, this process does 
not require re-engaging with the story! Simply acknowledge it as an energy 
form you need to clear up. In that moment, from the God within you, (Your I 
AM Presence) call forth the Violet Consuming Flame to blast apart, annihilate, 
dissolve and consume the discordant mis-creation of that illusion - every bit of 
it -from all similar experiences, past, present, future and through all 
time/space continuums. Then USE, USE, USE the Love you create within 
your Twin Flame Heart Womb to re-attune every last electron back to its pure 
and perfect blueprint of Divine Love. 
  
If you're new to this information, PLEASE educate yourself quickly for you've 
been waiting for lifetimes for this opportunity. You could not have been drawn 
to any of the Twin Flame material had your soul not called you to this 
awakening and service. Allow your heart to guide you to the information and 
tools you require. 
  
With the magnification of energy upon our planet right now, we have such a 
splendid opportunity to bring our Twin Flame love to bear upon the new reality 
we're co-creating. We do this deliberately, not by default. The Host of Heaven 
will magnify our efforts, but they can't do the work for us. We can do this both 
individually and collectively and in so doing, we each discover true love 
beyond our wildest imaginings.  
  
My heart surrounds each of you as we join together to make this shift the most 
exciting quantum soul leap mankind has ever experienced. 
  
Angelina Heart 
  

To learn more about Twin Flames, visit:  http://www.twinflametruelove.com 
_____________________________________________ 
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